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Why were we doing this?



A major goal of the UA is to increase 
the Graduation Rate.
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Mississippi State had an expected 
graduation rate of 45%, but in fact, the 

rate was 65%.



WHY?



Could it be that their lower-
division courses have mandatory 

attendance?



Provost Gaber created a pilot project.



Provost Gaber created a pilot project.

Two lower-division courses with large 
attendance were chosen.

General Sociology (Lori Holyfield)

General Microbiology (Tim Kral)



General Microbiology

In the past, average attendance about
60 - 70%



Important Questions

Would mandatory attendance increase that 
number?

How would an increase affect grades?

How would an increase affect graduation rate?



How did I monitor attendance?



How did I monitor attendance?

Clickers



That created a whole new set of 
problems.



That created a whole new set of 
problems.

Teaching an old dog new tricks.





How was attendance calculated  into a 
student’s grade?



How was attendance calculated into a 
student’s grade?

Old scheme: 4 block exams plus a
comprehensive final.
Lowest exam was dropped.

Each of the remaining
exams worth 25% of the
total grade.



How did attendance affect a student’s 
grade?

New scheme: 4 block exams plus a
comprehensive final.
Lowest exam was dropped.

Each of the remaining
exams worth 20% of the
total grade.

Attendance worth 20%.



So what happened?



So what happened?

Let’s go back to the original questions.

Would mandatory attendance increase that 
number (60 - 70%)?
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What about students clicking in for 
friends?



What about students clicking in for 
friends?

Early October – 23 

Late October – 12

Early November - 6



I asked students if I should conduct a 
sting operation to catch the cheaters.



I asked students if I should conduct a 
sting operation to catch the cheaters.

76% said YES



For your amusement!



For your amusement!

Excuses



Clicker not registered yet 104
Sick 93
Clicker not working 61
Forgot clicker 26
Meeting/professional 17
Athlete/band/cheer/pom 13
Lost clicker 10
Death (family/friend) 7
Stolen clicker 2
Clicker run over by car 1
Too busy to register clicker 1



One of my favorite questions.



One of my favorite questions.

Did we do anything important in the 
class that I missed?



Remaining important questions

How would an increase in attendance affect 
grades?

How would an increase affect graduation rate?



Remaining question

How would an increase in attendance affect 
grades?
Surprisingly (or maybe not), it did NOT raise 
grades significantly.

How would an increase affect graduation rate?
Unknown (but hopefully increases it)



Thank you!
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